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Description

1

18K White Gold Manual wind Watch Slim Round case with White Dial Roman numerals Numbered 9131-22; 1429798 36g >> very good
condition; not the original strap; no box or papers

2

41mm Steel and yellow gold oyster bracelet Grey dial with green Roman numerals With original box, paperwork and packaging Ref.
watch: 116333 Serial number: GO25343 >> Purchased in 2010 in United Arab Emirates

3

Circa 1970 18k yellow gold Pre-owned Ladies Rolex Oyster Perpetual DateJust 25mm Yellow Gold case with gold dial Gold Roman
figures for hours, with date located at 3 o'clock Oyster bracelet and folded clasp 18K Gold bracelet and is powered by an Automatic
movement Rare to find a watch of this ...[more]

4

40mm, stainless steel case with gold Tachymetre bezel Multi-faceted white dial with matching gold hands and hour markers
International Warranty dated 3.04.2012 Ref: 126223000 Watch. 90866799 ~150g >> Sold with its original red box and operating
instruction, as seen on the photo

5

1960-70's 18K Yellow Gold Unisex Automatic Watch Rectangular case with silver dial With original OMEGA leather strap and buckle
32g >> good condition, commensurate with age; no box, no papers

6

Metallic Textured Dial with Date at 3 o’clock Special & Unique Stainless Steel Case with Original OMEGA Steel Bracelet 100g >> Some
scratches on dial and case

7

With a gold plated bracelet and dial Automatic Sold with its box, but no papers Total weight: 141g >> Tiny scratch to the face, in good
working condition, in good preloved condition

8

Automatic Navy dial with blue strap Visible self-winding movement With its traditional 12 painted nautical pennants surrounding the
bezel With a chronographs for the seconds, minutes, and hour counters located on the sub dials. This also has a date indicator on the 6
o’clock position These func ...[more]

9

18K White Gold Mens Automatic Watch Case back 16/1223; S/no. 844031 Round case with white dial Sub-second hand and date at 6
o’clock Leather strap with original CHOPARD buckle 7.5cm high x 11.5cm wide x 11.5 deep Total weight: 420g >> Comes in its original
box

10

Stainless Steel Mens Automatic Chronograph Model CS 2111 & S/no 06061 Square case with black dial 3 registers and date at 6
o’clock 6.5cm high x 12.5cm wide x 10.5cm deep Total weight: 360g >> very good condition; mine scratches on the stainless steel case;
last service invoic ...[more]

11

Black Dial with 3-Registers & Day-Date in Titanium Case & Integral Bracelet. Limited Edition No. 152 of 911 pcs. Model No.
P653011411219. S/No. 249-487/152. Cosc. 237 606. With Original Inner & Outer Box with Warranty Card (8.03.2013), Tag & Booklets.
~1.8kg 11cm high x 17 ...[more]

12

Stainless Steel Mens Automatic Watch Model No. 79910 & S/no. 1320424 Round case with black dial and 3,6,9 and 12 hour marker
Original TUDOR green camouflage nylon strap and stainless steel bracelet 8.5cm high x 19cm wide x 14cm deep Total weight: 990g >>
very good condition; a ...[more]

13

Ref n.: 33907594 Stainless steel bracelet Automatic 39 x 43mm excluding lugs Black dial with white subdial and moonphase subdial
With a certificate ~150g >> No box

14

Automatic watch Black dial and chronograph Movement Japan ~200g >> In excellent condition, working very well; strap is showing
signs of wear >> No original box, no original papers

15

Chronometer automatic day/date 42mm brushed bracelet with high polish case White dial with stainless steel hands and hour markers
With Certificate N. 401639535 Mouvement Werk 34803 Purchased in 2006 in Dubai >> With original box, packaging and paperwork, as
visible on the photos

16

Circa 1980 Quartz Stainless steel case Leather strap ~150g >> Batteries need to be changed >> Some wear to the gilding that can be
cleaned; no box or paper

17

Automatic Flight timer R.4118 - limited edition (4.118 pieces al world) - n° 2340/4118 Swiss Made Watch wrist, rare, waterproof,
mechanical automatic chronograph, in steel with second time zone and date, bracelet original The chronograph buttons located on the
left are a feature of the first wat ...[more]

18

Automatic steel case leather bracelet ref 01-D0705 ~150g >> no box, no paper

19

18k white gold case 18k white gold bezel White dial with black Roman numeral markers 18k white gold band with hidden butterfly clasp
Case size: 22mm Quartz movement Sapphire glass Numbered 1955 at the back Serial number: 314157MG Total watch weight: 84g

20

Quartz, Swiss made Steel and gold Automatic Roman numerals 30mm 70g Numbered 187902 - 25148 No original box, no original
papers >> good overall condition commensurate with use, scratches on the bracelet, would benefit from a cleaning Note: Created in
1904, the wristwatch was the produ ...[more]

21

1990's Quartz, Swiss made Steel and gold plated Roman numerals 30mm 70g Numbered 901131253 No original box, no original
papers >> good condition, scratches on the case commensurate with use Note: The Cartier Must 21, with its faultless modern design,
represents sophistication, simplic ...[more]

22

Engraving " To George with love from Jill, 16-2-52". original leather strap, needs to be changed Dial: original factory printed cream dial
with applied gold numbers and markers. Small seconds. Signed Longines Swiss. 40g >> Signs of use, some scratches. The crystal is
not clean and clear. T ...[more]

23

24mm, black dial with stainless steel markers Quartz Titanium case back Butterfly buckle Sapphire crystal Ref number: 153.0495.3
Model Number: 06411750 ~150g

24

1910-1920 Bird and floral motifs engraved on the case Roman numerals Case 5227513 and movement 16843389 (grade 289) 38mm
51gr >> good condition commensurate with use and age; the watch is not working

25

The case with mark of H. Samuel and English import marks for London, 1928 The white enamel dial with Roman numeral chapter ring
and subsidiary seconds dial, inscribed "ACME Lever, H.Samuel, Manchester", the movement inscribed "H.Samuel, Manchester,
Patented Jewelled Lever" 5cm diameter ~100g App ...[more]

26

Has been serviced in August 2019 Engraved "MD." Large size Made in France Numbered X3UN44 5.8cm high x 3.5cm wide x 1.4cm
deep 107g >> In very good condition with only minor scratches Info: The Ligne 1 was the first lighter to be produced by Dupoint and is
an icon of the brand

27

A wave of beautiful pave brilliant cut diamonds in an 18K white gold band. Can be used as a stacking ring or a wedding ring as will fit
around a solitaire Total diamond weight of 0.48 carats Stamped 750 for 18K white gold Size is UK K, US 5 1/4 Can be resized a couple
of sizes by a good jeweller ...[more]

28

Classic Cartier Tank ring with a cabochon cut square amethyst Stone dimensions are 6.21 x 5.91mm Cartier serial number K47933 Ring
size is 51, UK L, US 5 1/2 Can be resized Weight is 10.65g Original box lacking >> Condition is very exceptional and has been
professionally cleaned

29

SIZE 57 10g 22mm ring diameter

30

Stamped 750 for 18K white gold, the band has been kept very simple to highlight the beauty of the pearl Cultured South Sea Pearl
purchased in Australia and is the June birthstone Pearl size is 10mm and has a bright golden sheen which catches the light beautifully
Size is UK P, US 7 1/2 Weight is ...[more]

31

Unisex ring from Chopard's 'Happy Diamond' range Overlapping double scroll design with a floating diamond within a heart motif Fully
hallmarked with model numbers: Individual No. 9733869. Model No. 82/3202-20 17 small diamonds totalling 0.7 cts plus the central
diamond of 0.07 cts, approx total c ...[more]

32

This beautiful classic ring is from the Felicite range Size 47, UK H-I, US 4 Stamped 750 for 18K gold, serial number JX023370 Comes
with an authenticity certificate from VCA 5.5cm x 5.5cm x 4.5cm Weight with box: 90g >> Condition very good, barely worn, almost as
new

33

In polished and brushed white gold Fully hallmarked with model S/No CD 8617 Size 59, UK R, US 8 Weight is 9.06g Band width is 6mm
With original pouch >> Condition is very good, consistent with mild wear

34

From Linney's Jewellers in Broome, Western Australia Mounted with a local Broome pearl and an Argyle pink diamond total weight (with
box): 100g 5cm x 5cm x 6cm

35

Blue sapphire and a yellow sapphire, set with diamonds in 18K white gold Stamped 1.91 for total sapphire weight and 0.12 total
diamond carat weight and 750 for 18k gold. Plus ZG which is the makers stamp. Size UK N, US 6 1/2 Weight is 4.55g Can easily be
resized by a jeweller >> Condition ...[more]

36

A classic Cartier 'Love' ring UK Size M 1/2, US size 6.5 Weight is 3.48g Hallmarked and stamped Cartier with serial number VZ6566 >>
Condition good, consistent with moderate wear

37

In a 'Cartier' style, a flat band studded with bezel set diamonds Diamonds approximately 0.2 carat and 9.13 g of platinum, hallmarked
UK size K 1/2, US 5.5 >> Condition is good, consistent with moderate wear

38

Stunning cocktail ring with 12 eye-catching almandine garnets and 9 amethysts, set in white gold stamped 750 for 18K Dimensions are
2.7cm x 1.9cm Size is UK K, US 5 Weight is 19.23g >> Almost as new, condition is very good - Can be resized by a jeweller

39

A star within a star within a star featuring diamonds and yellow sapphires This spectacular ring sparkles with a central star of darker
yellow stones, surrounded by a star of lighter stones and surrounded again by colourless diamonds Different light reflects the stars
differently Size is UK L, US ...[more]

40

Very stylish ring with decorative alternating plain and diamond studded half moons Stamped 18K gold and D1.68 for total diamond carat
weight of 1.68 carats The band is 1.4cm wide Size UK O, US 7 Weight is 15.6g >> Condition is very good and consistent with mild wear

41

A 18k white gold ring in Art Deco style, a large black onyx square table centered by a coral button on rock crystal, flanked by 4 small
diamonds In original box Ring size 50, 12.6gr., Italian hallmarks

42

A beautiful rose gold, stamped 750 for 18K 'I Love You, is spelt on the underside Weight is 7.24g With the makers stamp and logo Size
is UK N, US 6 3/4 Can be resized a couple of sizes by a good jeweller >> Condition is very good, consistent with very occasional wear
only

43

The band and shoulders are set in yellow gold and stamped 750 for 18K 72 pave white diamond are set in white gold, estimated
diamond weight of 2.60 carats Weight is 9.9g 'I Love You' is spelt on the underside With the makers stamp and logo Size is UK N, US 6
3/4 Can be resized a couple of size ...[more]

44

Set in white gold with 72 pave black diamonds, estimated diamond weight of 3.20 carats Hearts are engraved on the underside of the
ring Weight is 8.75g With the makers stamp and logo Size is UK N, US 6 3/4 Can be resized a couple of sizes by a good jeweller >>
Condition is very good, con ...[more]

45

Jade set in 18k gold, unstamped but tested in house Ring size is UK P, US 7 1/4 Condition is good and consistent with moderate wear

46

A yellow gold ring set with 3 coloured cabochon cut gemstones and 18 small diamonds on each side Stamped 750 for 18K Ruby size is
3mm by 2mm Emerald size is 5mm by 3mm Estimated total diamond weight is 0.78 carats Sapphire size is 3.5mm by 2mm Weight is
13.59g Ring size is UK J, US 4 3/4 &gt ...[more]

47

Pretty jade cabochon cut stone set in a closed back style in 18K gold, hallmarked in Chinese but tested in-house Jade size is 18mm by
13mm Ring size is UK K, US 5 1/4 Weight is 7.64g >> Condition is good, consistent with moderate wear

48

A Matthew Campbell Lorenzo Art Deco ring in oxidised 925 sterling silver and set with enamel. Decorated throughout with pave yellow
sapphires Dimensions are 2.5cm diameter, 1.5cm high off the finger Ring size is UK L, US 5.5 Weight is 27.45g >> Condition is very
good, almost as new

49

Classic pretty square cut diamond set as a solitaire Fully hallmarked in the UK The diamond is SI2 J-L and estimated carat weight is
0.45ct With box: 40g >> Good condition consistent with very mild wear

50

A very pretty 'halo' diamond ring; clarity SI2 and S-W colour The stone is an unusual yellow-pale green colour which gives the ring a
vibrant contemporary look Estimated diamond weight is 1.5 carat and the ring is set in 10K white gold >> Condition is good, consistent
with moderate wear

51

Art Deco style ring. The diamonds are very bright and evenly matched, the square cut sapphires are bright with some signs of wear
'JHL' makers stamp and hallmarked England 750 for 18K white gold Can be resized 4cm x 5cm x 5cm With box: 50g >> Condition is
good, a good polish would help re ...[more]

52

In the pattern of hammered gold the diamonds also give the illusion of the hammered effect Weight hallmarked carats for diamonds is
1.63 carats Size US 4 3/4 and UK J Weight is 22.42g >> Condition is very good, almost as new

53

H. Stern is Latin America's leading jeweller From the 'Cobblestone' collection, the ring features a beautifully cut amethyst Stamped 750
for 18K yellow gold and bears the maker's marks Size is UK K, US 5 Can be resized by a jeweller Weight is 10.38g inc. the stone >>
Condition is very go ...[more]

54

Beautiful opalised shell stone flanked with 3 diamonds either side and set in 20K gold The opal has taken on the beautiful subtle stripe
shell characteristics in addition to the usual play of colour, it makes for a very unique and desirable stone Stone size is 13.5 by 9mm
Estimated total weight o ...[more]

55

Stamped 585 for 14k Weight 8.77g >> Condition good, consistent with moderate wear

56

Plain flat band with surrounding gypsy bezel set diamonds Diamonds approximately 0.2 carat and 9.30 grams of platinum UK size K 1/2,
US 5.5 >> Condition is very good, consistent with moderate wear, professional polishing can restore it to like new

57

Ring with five layers of spiral loop, stamped, fully hallmarked and stamped with model S/No 2337AL Size is US 9 1/2, UK T With original
BVLGARI box >> Condition is very good, consistent with mild wear

58

A large Kunzite stone, surrounded by a band of diamonds and pink sapphires Stamped 750 for 18K yellow gold Stone size is 12 x
10mm Size UK J and US 5 >> Condition is very good, almost as new Note: Kunzite is an unusual beautiful stone that signifies emotion,
however it can fade if worn fo ...[more]

59

With a high profile raised crossover design, set with 11 pave set round brilliant diamonds Full Cartier hallmarks; stamped 750 & 1999,
serial number J35041 Cartier size 55 UK, US 7.5, Singapore 17.5 Weight: 17.7g Provenance: Bought from Cartier, Sloane Street,
London in October 2000 (Copy of ...[more]

60

Large fancy cut Morganite flanked by a square band of diamonds Colourless gems (possibly goeshenite) accent the wide shoulders The
Morganite is 13mm by 13mm, approx 10.5 carats Estimated total diamond weight of 1.5 carats Size is UK H, US 4 - can be seized by a
jeweller Weight is 15.43g >&g ...[more]

61

A beautiful white south sea pearl surrounded by small brilliant cut diamonds Estimated diamond weight is 0.4 carats Stamped 750 for
18K white gold >> Condition is very good, as new

Stunning white doublet opal showing a magnificent array of colours including orange and red, flanked by 5 diamonds on either side and
62

set in platinum The opal is 17.06 carats, 21.96 x 17.54mm The diamonds are 0.23 carats, all are clear, colourless and well matched
Size is UK L, US 5/3/4 Can be r ...[more]

63

Stamped 750 for 18k gold The stone is 5mm and very clean Weight: 8.76g Size: US 5 3/4, UK L Can be resized Condition: Very good,
consistent with moderate wear

64

A stunning unworn Rhodolite Garnet of deep rose pink with violet and red undertones Garnet size is 5.68cts, 12.01 x 9.96mm The
diamonds flank the stone on both shoulders, 0.17cts diamonds all clear, colourless and well matched Stamped Pt1000 for platinum Ring
size is UK Q, US 8 Can be resized ...[more]

65

Round cabochon cut blue sapphire, flanked by a small round cut diamond either on each side and set into the band of 18K yellow gold
Stamped 750 for 18K gold Sapphire measures 5mm Weight is 6.19g Ring size is UK J and US 5 >> Condition is good, consistent with
general wear

66

Cartier in 18kt White Gold European size 53, US size 6, UK size L/M ~5.5g

67

Stunning rose gold heart ring with one of the hearts featuring a band of diamonds Fully stamped, serial number BC8321 Ring size is 52,
UK L-M, US 6 Band height is 7.15mm Weight is 6.74g Original box lacking >> Condition is exceptional has been professionally cleaned

68

An outstanding unworn 4.90 carat citrine set with 0.40 carats of baguette cut diamonds The citrine is a beautiful deeply saturated orange
with a cognac hue and the diamonds really accentuate the colour The citrine dimensions are 12.22 x 10.19mm The diamonds are all
clear, colourless and well matc ...[more]

69

Stunning limited edition rolling trinity ring from the OR AMOUR ET TRINITY range 1998 Features the stamp of the designer between the
Y and O Fully stamped Ring size is UK I, US 4 1/4 Weight is 10.55g Original box lacking >> Condition is exceptional and has been
professionally cleaned

70

An eye-catching natural ruby set in bands of diamonds, gold brushed platinum on the outside and white platinum on the inside bands
The central ruby is 1.362 carats, 7.45 x 5.73mm The diamonds weigh 1.16 carats and are all clear, colourless and well matched
Stamped with stone weights and Pt900 for ...[more]

71

Stamped Chanel and 750 for 18K, 20G and 2867. Also bears 2 small designer stamps on the outside of the ring Size: US 6 3/4, UK N
Weight is 26.49g 13mm wide Original box lacking >> Condition good and consistent with mild to moderate wear

72

With the original fitted box and receipt Flush mount Missing a diamond Size 56, US size 7, UK size O The box is 3cm high, 4.5cm wide
and 5cm deep The box and ring are 41g ~9g Flush mount Missing a diamond

73

Alternating 4 diamonds with 3 baguette cut rubies. Stamped 750 Size 53, US 6.5, UK M Weight 2gr

74

Stamped 750 1997 engraved inside Weight 7gr Size 55, US 7, UK O Note: Proudly inscribed with the year Tiffany was founded, the
Tiffany 1837® collection is defined by sleek curves and contours. This elegant ring embodies a timeless aesthetic

75

Narrow rose gold band 1.55mm Alex Monroes 'Papina' collection inspired by nature and especially the texture of oak trees, the ring is
designed with a respective texture 18k gold, not stamped, but information appears on the website Ring size is UK J, US 4 3/4 Cannot be
resized Weight is 1.07g & ...[more]

76

Yellow gold ring stamped 750 for 18K 3 beautifully coloured topaz stones of 4mm each make up the central setting Size: US 6.5, UK N
Weight is 5.14g >> Condition is good, mild to moderate surface wear to the gold

77

Ref CP 0954 Stamped 750 size 45, US 3.5, UK G Weight 5gr Note: This collection is named after the panther, Cartier's iconic mascot.
The creature inspires this glittering chain of flat flexible links that forms sensuous jewellery pieces displaying exquisite feline grace.

78

Stamped 750 Ref D01957 Size 51, US 5.5, UK L Weight 3 gr

79

18K white gold, 18K rose gold, 18K yellow gold Weight 15gr Number CZ3482 Size 54, US 6.5, UK N Note: Conceived by Louis Cartier
in 1924, the Trinity ring is one of the Maison’s signature pieces of jewellery. The three interlaced and mobile bands, open for
interpretation by the wearer, are the ti ...[more]

80

A cabochon cut jade set in 14K white gold Pretty detail around the setting to give the illusion of diamonds Size is US 5, UK J-K >>
Condition is good, consistent with mild wear

81

Features the Parentesi signature patterned cut-out design and engraved Bvlgari name size 54, US 6.5, UK N Weight 11gr Note: the
shape is inspired by the stones that pave the roads of Rome (means parentheses in Italian).

82

H. Stern is Latin Americas leading jeweller From the Cobblestone collection, the ring features beautiful different sized rose quartz and
smokey quartz set in gold with 12 small accent diamonds in each shoulder edge Stamped 750 for 18K yellow gold Bears the makers
stamp Size is UK K, US 5 Weight ...[more]

83

Size: US 8 / UK Q Marked with PT for platinum Heavily worn, requires a professional clean Two small diamonds of TCW 0.1 in a 'flush
mount' or 'gypsy' setting

84

A single row eternity ring set with nine rubies in a channel setting Ring size UK L, US 6 Earrings are 7mm square featuring 9
independent natural rubies with a central claw set and bezel set edges These are natural rubies that have been enhanced to brighten
the colour

85

A fabulous vintage ring and matching earrings from the 1960's Cabochon cut cornflower blue sapphires set in unmarked but tested 18K
white gold The earrings are set to sit mid ear which is very typical of the era, and 2 diamonds sit in-between the sapphires The
sapphires are natural, beautifully c ...[more]

86

In vintage geometric style. Both made from 18K white gold and stamped 750. The hinged bangle with 15 round brilliant cut diamonds
between pierced chevron design borders, the ring of matching design contains a row of small round cut diamonds The diamonds to the
bangle totalling approx 1.5ct The ban ...[more]

87

A row of vertically set baguette diamonds between two rows of brilliant round cut diamonds Approx 3 carats of diamonds, clarity VS,
colour G-H Very good clarity and brilliance in the diamonds Hallmarked 18K gold Snap clasp Insurance valuation is available >>
Condition is very good consist ...[more]

88

4 diamonds and 51 pink sapphires in 18k rose gold. Stamped 18K and CBR 0432 to the clasp Each sapphire is 4.5mm by 3mm.
Estimated total carat weight of sapphire is approx 15 carats. Estimated diamond carat weight is 0.48 carats Weight is 18.49g Length
16cm >> Condition is very good, consis ...[more]

89

Unworn bangle featuring a flat section with hinged spring opening in 925 silver Model no 2375 AR With original box and pouch Size
measured inside to inside is 6cm 4cm x 13.5cm x 13cm Weight with box: 120g >> Condition is as new

90

Hinged bangle with Greek meander pattern in white gold between yellow gold bands. Hallmarked 14K gold Size 7cm wide - to fit a small
wrist Weight is 19.45g >> Condition is very good, very little wear noted

91

Contemporary white gold bracelet Stamped 750 for 18K gold Weight is 9.12g Length: 19cm >> Condition is very good, consistent with
light wear

92

Stamped 585 for 14k yellow gold, and FS which is probably the makers stamp Length 18.2cm Weight 11.7g >> Condition is good,
consistent with mild to moderate wear

93

Silver metal and leather Size small, 21cm long, to fit small to medium wrist Width 4.7cm Box is 127g with cuff and 13cm in diameter >>
Condition is very good

94

Unworn. Handmade white laquer cuff with three (regrown Buffalo) horn studs from Hermes 'Corne et Laque' jewellery range Width is
6cm across, to fit a small to medium wrist Cuff size is 5cm The box is 106g with the cuff and is 7cm high, 9cm wide and 9cm deep >>
With original pouch, box and ...[more]

95

Date stamp for 2008 (L in square) With box With box: 45g >> In excellent condition

96

Stamped 750 Length 18cm Weight 16gr

97

With Sterling Silver hardware >> In excellent condition

98

A handsome and beautifully carved 'peach' pendant with an intense green colour. The bale is set with 3 diamonds, 2 pear cut and one
round, all brilliantly cut, colourless and of a high quality Measurements are 27.5 x 12.7 x 6.81mm. The bale is 7.06 x 5.85mm The
pendant comes with an adjustable bla ...[more]

99

Handcrafted, Auroa flower pendant with coil chain Coil diameter is 16cm, large flower 4cm, small flower 3cm Total weight is 10.5g >>
Condition is good

100

From the Possession range, the pendant features 3 stud diamonds Fully stamped and hallmarked, serial number C20880 Chain length
is 42cm Pendant size is 2.2cm and 1.2cm wide Total Weight 13.92gm >> Condition is very good, mild wear only

101

Ref CR3508 Yellow, pink and white gold The necklace is formed of a round convict chain retaining a small Trinity ring supporting as a
tassel, at the end of his chain, a small ball in gold of three colors. Length 36cm Weight 16gt Note: Conceived by Louis Cartier in 1924,
the Trinity ring is one ...[more]

102

18k Yellow Gold Happy Elephant Diamond And Sapphires Pendant Necklace by Chopard With 22 round floating diamonds VS1 clarity,
E color total weight approx. .22ct 3 round brilliant cut floating diamonds VS1 clarity, E color total weight .15ct 1 sapphire in the eye of the
elephant Details: Length 16. ...[more]

103

High quality silver-grey cultured pearls The clasp is shaped as an elephant with small diamonds for the eyes Stamped 750 for 18K gold
Length is 40.2cm Weight is 33.52g for the necklace and 3.35g for the earrings >> Condition is very good, very little wear

104

Beautiful iconic 3 tier earrings and pendant set from Italian jewellers Novarese and Sannazzaro Stamped 18K gold, Italy and the makers
mark The gold is a pinkish yellow The earrings comprise 152 small diamonds of total estimated weight of 1.3 - 1.5 carats for both
earrings. The diamonds are colou ...[more]

105

A choker style necklace by German designers Niessing Stamped 750 for 18K gold and the makers stamp The chain width is 3mm and
tightly coiled to give a stylish but sturdy choker capable of supporting a heavy pendant. Length is 47cm Weight is 19.04g >> Condition is
vey good, just requires a ...[more]

106

Cuban chain stamped with 750 for 18K gold Weight is 53.1g Length is 52cm >> Condition is very good, consistent with mild wear, could
benefit from a clean to restore the sparkle

107

A very versatile gold chain, unstamped but tests for 18K gold Thought to be from India circa 1970's and a vintage fancy style chain
Weight is 67.5g Length is 200cm >> Condition is good, could benefit from a clean

108

Beautiful carved jade with smaller jade, quartz and turquoise beads on a leather thread 87cm long plus additional pendant of 5.4cm long
by 3.6cm wide 120g >> Condition is good, consistent with mild to moderate wear

109

Contemporary white gold chain mail design interspaced with yellow gold Hallmarked London 375 for 9K gold Length is 44cm Weight is
5.38g >> condition is very good, consistent with little wear

110

A very rare natural un-enhanced 67 carat colour change sapphire in an oval cabochon cut In daylight this unique one-of-a-kind gem will
appear as blue and under evening light as violet The clear vibrant green emeralds are all natural stones from Zimbabwe The lower
pendant measures 3.8 cm x 2.4 cm ...[more]

111

Matthew Campbell Laurenza, from his 'Goddess of the Sea' collection Multi coloured sapphires set in oxidised silver with 8 strands of
balls carved from hematite and plated with black rhodium 18 cultured pearls interspaced throughout the strands Each strand contains a
shell of oxidised silver, bea ...[more]

112

A rare, vintage MontBlanc pendant necklace in excellent condition. The 'sliding ring' in stainless steel with black PVD coating on a
woven black leather cord MontBlanc Reference No. 104511 Excellent condition Note - PVD stands for physical vapour deposition, a
process used to create a very durabl ...[more]

113

Silver chain 49cm long Stamped 925 on the pendant >> In excellent condition

114

Total length 27cm 35g >> In very good condition

115

55cm chain Stamped 925 silver With its original box, original cardboard outer box and Mont Blanc service guide

116

engraved with '3', '6', and '9' in Roman numerals The chain is 16.45 inches from end to end. The Atlas Dog Tag charm is 1.1 inches
long. Metal & Hallmarks: 2003 / Atlas / Tiffany & Co. / 925 (on charm) Tiffany & Co. / 925 (on Chain clasp) With Tiffany pouch >> In very
good condi ...[more]

117

Stylish pair of black and white diamond hoop earrings, stamped 750 for 18K white gold. Heart shaped detailing on the reverse.
Diamonds are set on both the inside and outside facing surfaces Each earring has 36 colourless diamonds and 76 black diamonds.
Stamped diamond weight for both earrings is 6. ...[more]

118

18K gold earrings in white, yellow and rose gold 1.2cm diameter, stud and post back >> Condition is very good, consistent with
moderate wear, a professional polish can restore them to 'like new'

119

Of a rectangular design, the centre an oval gold panel set with eight small diamonds 1.8cm long, 0.8cm wide, the backs stamped "14K"
and "585" respectively >> Condition is very good, little wear

120

Half loop earrings of 44 small diamonds and a deep red natural cabochon cut ruby Ruby size is 5mm, approx 0.3 to 0.4 carats per stone
and approx 1.2 total carats of diamonds Stamped 18K gold Earring length is 2cm Weight is 9.03g >> Condition is very good, consistent
with occasional wear

121

Beautiful drop earrings of a small brilliant cut diamond with pink sapphires decorated with rose quartz flowers Total carat sizes:
sapphires are 2.4 carats, rose quartz 1.88 carats and diamonds are 0.13 carats. All stamped on the underside including 18K for gold
and the makers stamp >> Condi ...[more]

122

A pair of custom-made earrings for the former wife of the Aga Khan but never worn The manufacturing cost was $15k USD Beautiful
pale golden South Sea pearls set as drop earrings and divided by a beautiful customised step cut diamond and a diamond studded
mount for the drop pearl and all set in pla ...[more]

123

6cm long

124

3 pear cabochon cut emeralds set with diamonds of alternating colours of champagne and colourless and set in oxidised gold The metal
is not stamped or hallmarked >> Condition is good, consistent with mild to moderate wear

125

Stamped 750 Weight 16gr Length 4cm Note: the shape is inspired by the stones that pave the roads of Rome (means parentheses in
Italian).

126

Very pretty diamond drop earrings by Damiani of Italy Estimated total weight of diamonds is 0.5 carats, all are clean, bright with colour
estimate of S-X giving a them beautiful champagne hue Drop length is 2.5cm Weight is 4.84g With original box and authenticity
certificate The box is 257g wit ...[more]

127

(Mecan) A brilliant cut diamond holding a yellow chain ended with a three colors of gold ball Weight 5gr Length 5.5cm

128

Stamped 750 Ref A500465 Weight 17gr

129

18K white gold Bucherer drop earrings featuring pavé diamond accents, amethyst cabochons and lever back closures. Length 2cm
Note: Bucherer is the leading and biggest watch and jewellery retailer in Europe

130

Ref E59602 Stamped 750 Modelled as blackberry Length 2cm

Very pretty earrings and pendant in a vintage style and set with a pinkish white cultured pearl Stamped 585 for 14K gold Dimensions for
131

132

the pendant are 4.3cm long incl. bale and 1cm wide Pearl diameter is 4mm Earrings are 3.4cm long and 0.8cm wide, pearl diameter is
5mm >> Condition is ve ...[more]

14 diamonds estimated weight approx 1 carat make up the centre cross and surrounded by 46 beautiful pink sapphires. The bale
contains another 3 diamonds All diamonds and sapphires are bright clear and evenly matched Dimensions are 3.2cm long, bale 0.7cm x
2.6cm wide >> Condition is very go ...[more]

133

A matte gold pendant with a cabochon cut Tanzanite Stamped 750 for 18k gold Length is 20mm Weight: 8.62g >> condition is very
good, little wear

134

A pretty teardrop shape jade pendant Gold coloured metal bale and pendant top Length is 28mm inc. bale Weight is 2.25g >> Condition
is good

135

One cross comprises 10 rubies with diamonds at each point of the cross and the centre Stamped 750 for 18K gold Weight is 1.83g - The
other cross is stamped 585 for 14K gold. Engraved flower pattern design Weight is 0.74g >> Condition is good, consistent with
moderate wear

136

A stunning deeply saturated tanzanite of 44.98 carats in a cushion modified brilliant cut. The stone is surrounded by a diamond halo &
set in 18K white gold. Tanzanite dimensions are 20.42 x 18.57 x 13.2mm Approx diamond weight is 0.69 carats, all diamonds are clear
and evenly matched A certi ...[more]

137

Pretty pendant featuring a square cut citrine an oval cut citrine set in yellow gold and below an oval fancy cut iolite with 4 little diamonds
set in white gold Dimensions are, square cut citrine 12x12mm, oval cut citrine 7x10mm and iolite 12x18mm. Total length is 5cm.
Diamonds are approx 0.1ct eac ...[more]

A beautiful fancy cut lemon citrine quartz approx 35-40 carats set in unmarked white gold with a diamond studded bale Stone
138

dimensions are 26mm by 20mm, bale, 12mm Estimated total diamond weight is 0.15 carats Weight is 20.17g >> Condition is
exceptional, as new

139

Made in Italy Bvlagri engraved on a half of the heart stamped 750 4cm long x 3.5cm high for the heart; total height 5cm Weight 21gr

140

Comprising of 11 princess cut diamonds approx .88 carats of J/K colour Set in 18K white gold Weight is 2.24g >> Condition is very
good, almost as new

141

Beautiful rare, limited edition pendant which can also be used as a bracelet charm Only 300 were sold worldwide Rose gold heart with a
diamond in the corner and a white gold overlay Measurements are 18.82 x 17.02mm, bale 12.82mm Weight is 11.19g Original box
lacking >> Condition is excep ...[more]

142

A beautiful pendant with a bow of diamonds above a large golden south sea pearl Fully stamped 18K gold and 0.45 carats of diamonds
Pearl size is 14.02mm Weight is 6.48g Comes with a certificate >> Condition is very good, as new

143

Decorated in a floral circle with one diamond in the centre of each of the gold flowers 6g 3cm diameter Stamped with "Tiffany & Co" and
"750" >>In very good condition

144

Vintage style, stamped 18K white gold with 30 round cut brilliant diamonds and 12 pearls all of differing sizes. Approx 1.3 carats of
natural clear colourless diamonds Formed as a stylised bow with filigree and milgrain detail Size is 5.5cm at the widest point Weight
is13g >> Condition is ...[more]

145

Naturalistically modelled with a single grey Tahitian cultured pearl and diamond set foliage 5cm long Weight is 8.45g The pearl 11mm
diameter >> Condition is very good, consistent with occasional wear

146

Chinese hallmarks, tests for 18K Stamped in Chinese Dimensions are 2.2cm for the pin and symbol, height of 3cm Weight is 5.79g >>
Condition is good, consistent with moderate wear

147

Pink sapphires set in 18k gold in an elaborate dagger design Not stamped but tested in house Probably a Malay brooch, but is definitely
of antique value 10cm long Weight is 12.05g >> Condition is reasonable, would require a clean or polish

148

Beautiful carving of a fox in Burmese A Grade Jadeite, featuring a small dragon 20 yellow/orange diamonds estimated at approx. 1ct 16
colourless diamonds estimated at approx. 0.6 ct Stamped 18k white gold Weight of carving is 16.07g Dimensions are 31.27 x 21.67 x
4.40mm >> Condition is e ...[more]

149

Oval cushion cut, no treatments Was cut in India but needs recutting or refining One has inclusions, but of good colour and reasonable
clarity, the other is more included Dimensions are 11.78 x 7.10 x 4.39mm and 10.72 x 7.73 x 4.01mm Weight 1.04g >> Condition is
untreated and unset

150

Zambian emeralds are known for their stunning deep forest green colour and this is a beautiful example. It has to been seen to really
appreciate the colour Clarity is very good and the stone has a good depth of colour Measurements are 10.08 x 7.73 5.46mm It would
make an outstanding ring Certifi ...[more]

151

Dimensions are 14.15 x 9.61 3.9mm and 13.08 x 9.40 x 3.93mm Weight of both are 1.59g >> Condition is good, unset

152

A pair of oval flat cabochon cut jade stone in a deep apple green colour Dimensions are 14.7 x 11.11 x 4.28mm and 15.25 x 10.21 x
3.7mm Weight is 2.42g >> Condition is good, unset

153

Oval shape, flat cabochon cut apple jade of approx 3.5 carats Dimensions are 10.99 x 15.62 x 2.27mm Weight is 0.88g There is a
natural fracture in the stone, but it will not affect durability >> Condition is as new

154

Oval flat cabochon cut apple colour jade stone Dimensions are 15.25 x 10.77 x 3.64mm Weight is 1.1g >> Condition is good, unset

155

A lovely pair of aquamarines with medium saturation and loupe clean clarity Pear shaped mix cut Dimensions are 14.32 x 9.74 x
4.80mm and 14.09 x 9.68 x 5.76mm Combined weight is 1.60g and 7.82 carats >> Condition is unused and unset

156

Pretty pink tourmaline Rectangle emerald cut with good saturation and clarity Will make a lovely ring or pendant Dimensions are 8.67 x
7.90 x 5.86mm Weight is 0.63g and 3.08CTS >> Condition is unused and unset

157

Pretty well saturated yellow stone Dimensions are 17.15 x 13.96 x 9.81mm Weight is 4.01g, 20.15 carats >> Condition is unused and
unset

158

A square princess cut matched pair of aquamarines Mid saturation, good and good clarity. One has an inclusion in one corner (not
noticeable) but otherwise they are eye clean 2.86 Carats Dimensions are 6.91 x 6.97 x 4.41 and 6.74 x 6.86 x 4.40mm >> Conditions
are unused and unset

159

An absolutely stunning multi colour tourmaline, green at one end and blue at the other Rectangle cut in keeping with the natural shape
of the crystal Very well saturated with loupe clean clarity Dimensions are 12.13 x 7.02 x 5.94 mm Weight is 0.98g and 4.86 carats >>
Condition is unused a ...[more]

160

Beautiful crystal of pink gradiating into a pale yellow green Rectangle cut in keeping with the natural shape of the crystal Well saturated
with loupe clean clarity Dimensions are 14.81 x 6.68 x 6.63mm Weight is 1.31g and 6.54 carats >> Condition is unused and unset

161

Don't let the name put you off! This is a very pretty pale yellow stone which would look stunning as a pendant Oval mix cut with good
saturation and good eye clean clarity Weight is 4.71g and 23.54 carats Dimensions are 19.63 x 14.97 x 11.81mm >> Condition is
unused and unset

162

A very interesting crystal of purplish pink with yellow/brown undertones Rectangle cut, the cut in line with the natural shape of the crystal
Saturation and clarity is very good, loupe clean Its quite a unique piece which will look stunning as a pendant Dimensions are 17.73 x
7.81 x 6.02mm Weig ...[more]

163

Stunning pink stone Rectangular cushion mix cut, of good saturation and eye clean clarity Kunzite is said to be the stone of emotion
Dimensions are 12.55 x 11.43 x 10.10mm Weight is 1.96g and 9.87 carats >> Condition is unused and unset

164

A pretty pear shaped mix cut stone Kunzite is the stone of emotion, it is supposed to regulate mood Dimensions are 15.44 x 9.84 x 8.59
mm Weight is 1.68g and 8.37 carats >> Condition is unused and unset

165

Stunning aquamarine with deep saturation and very good clarity, loupe clean Oval shape and cut Dimensions are 11.25 x 8.52 x
4.92mm Weight is 0.54g and 2.73 carats >> Condition is unused and unset

166

3.20CTS Round brilliant cut stones of 1.6 carats each as a matched pair Mid saturation with good clarity, eye clean Dimensions are 7.83
x 4.68mm and 7.93 x 4.67mm >> Condition is unused and unset

167

Oval shaped, with whale back closures With original pouch and box 3cm x 9cm x 9cm Total weight: 90g

168

Elegant formal dunhill Cufflinks. Preserving Dunhill’s iconic facet design, the Galaxy stone is set in a polished silver frame. 4.5cm x 8cm
x 6cm Total wight: 115g >> very good condition. Presented with original fitted box

169

4.5cm x 8cm x 6cm Total weight: 120g >> few scratches commensurate with use. With their original fitted box

170

With box and certificate 4cm x 8.5cm x 8.5cm Total weight: 100g >> In perfect unused condition

171

With classic bullet back closures 4cm x 8cm x 8cm 100g >> some traces of use. With their original fitted box

172

MontBlanc Cufflinks Rectangle With Inlay Pink Zirconia Sterling Silver Brushed Matpoli - 101615 Comes with original box, and
cardboard outer box and a service guide 4.5cm x 8.5cm x 8.5cm Total weight: 150g >> Excellent condition

173

Classic cufflinks by Montblanc Model M24631 Fully hallmarked 18k and with the makers stamp Rose gold, set with a central circle of
pave diamonds, mother of pearl decorates the toggle ends Estimated total diamond weight for both cufflinks is approx 1.0 - 1.1 carats
Weight is 20.68 for both cuff ...[more]

174

Stamped 925 silver >> In very good condition with just some very slight scratching in keeping with a little wear

175

>> In excellent condition

176

Bar signed S.T.Dupont. Consisting of four palladium plated circles containing onyx and mother-of-pearl cabochon stones Can be worn
either way Presented with their original box Total weight: 110g 4cm x 7cm x 10cm >> In very good preowned condition

177

Stamped 925 silver 23 gm >> in excellent condition

178

Stamped 925 silver 26 gm >> very small crystal missing from one of the crown

179

Stamped 925 silver 34 gm >> small crystal missing from one of the crowns

180

With mother of pearl and emerald green eyes >> In very good condition

181

Engraved with '3', '6', and '9' in Roman numerals Vintage Tiffany & Co. - No longer in production With original Tifany pouch

182

Ball return style cufflinks 30g With original Tiffany & Co. turquoise pouch

183

Stamped 14k 2.3cm wide Combined weight is 15.91g >> Condition is good, would benefit from a clean

184

An attractive basket weave design of textured white gold and diamonds. Each cufflink features 28 diamonds, set in squares of 4 for the
weave. Estimated total carat weight for both cufflinks is 0.5 - 0.6 carats Stamped 750 for 18k white gold Weight of both is 11.23g >>
Condition is very good ...[more]

185

For the inner banker in you! Well made cufflinks in stamped 14k gold with MS which is possibly the makers initials The mean
dimensions are 24 x 14mm Combined weight is 21.34g >> Condition is very good, no sign of wear

186

Stamped 14k and 585 2cm diameter each Weight is 10.33g Diamonds have been tested in house >> Condition is very good

187

Set as a cylinder with onyx either end and 3 rows of channel set diamonds, 9 to a row The diamonds are bright, colourless and well
matched Stamped 750 for 18k gold and 1.15 carats of diamonds Weight of both cufflinks is 10.73g >> Condition is very good, consistent
with mild to moderate wea ...[more]

188

Stamped 585 for 14k gold Weight is 12.54g >> Condition is very good

189

stamped 925 silver 19 gr

190

Stamped 585 for 14K gold Diamante stones decorate the centre of the cufflinks Weight is 19.09g >> condition is good and consistent
with mild to moderate wear

191

Hallmarked 14k gold The cufflinks are 2.3cm long and the tie pin is 1.4cm long >> Condition is good, requires a clean

192

>> In excellent condition

193

6cm Total weight: 100g 4.5cm x 8cm x 6cm With original box and authenticity certificate >> As new condition

194

6cm long 10g

195

With original box 100g 4.5cm x 8cm x 6cm >> very good condition

196

With box and papers Beautiful green resin with the shiny chromed metal makes this pen vibrant and eye-catching. On the cap a steel
engraved with the Montegrappa logo and an engraved with Greek-style decorations at its base 6cm high x 8.5cm wide x 10.5cm deep
Total weight: 575g >> In good c ...[more]

197

With the Pelikan logo to the top of the cap The black resin gives a glossy finish ~20g >> In good condition, no box Note: In the year
1929, Pelikan was the first company in the world to introduce the differentiated piston mechanism. This pen is a true classic

198

M205 demonstrator model 4cm high x 19cm wide x 9cm deep 230g >> In good condition, inside of the cap would need to be cleaned No box Note: The Demonstrator as a completely transparent product was first launched to show how the piston mechanism works and
soon became a huge success. Especi ...[more]

199

Visconti Van Gogh 'Portrait Blue' rollerball pen in natural resin. The turquoise background, with deep red and blue variations, is
reminiscent of the famous painting. Sprung pocket clip and magnetic catch cap 6.5cm high x 8.5cm wide x 12.5cm deep 220g >> In very
good condition - with origin ...[more]

200

With shiny black resin The cap inlaid with Montblanc emblem Platinum-coated clip ~30g >> In very good condition - no box

201

.

202

Unused, boxed, outer packaging, service guide 105652 290g 4cm x 20cm x 8cm

203

With a leather case jewel on the clip Total weight: 53g >> In very good working condition

204

Engraved with initials 'RKI' on the lid With retractable 18k Nib 750 With original leather case Writing System: Cartridge fountain pen (no
converter) Total weight: 76g Nib: Hand-crafted rhodium-plated 18 K gold nib Barrel: Platinum-plated brass with inlaid black lacquer
stripes Cap: Platinum- ...[more]

205

925 Sterling Silver with guilloché pattern Black Precious Resin Forepart and Cone Numbered BR1030776 AG925 and other hallmarks
Platinum Plated Clip Set with Synthetic Azure-Coloured Gemstone 12.4cm long Total weight: 42gr >> No ink cartridge - no box

206

Issued by the MAS To commemorate the Lunar Ox year from the Chinese Almanac Calendar Obverse: Ox Reverse: Singapore Arms
Gold-plated Ox coin and Cupro-nickel proof-like coin 200g total 3.5cm x 15cm x 9cm >> in its packaging, uncirculated

207

Issued by the MAS To commemorate the Lunar Ox year from the Chinese Almanac Calendar Obverse: Ox Reverse: Singapore Arms
Gold-plated Ox coin and Cupro-nickel proof-like coin 200g total 3.5cm x 15cm x 9cm >> in its packaging, uncirculated

208

1979 Singapore Communication Satellite $10 proof coin Obverse: Symbols of Singapore Reverse: Two Communication Satellite Earth
Station Antennae Diameter 40mm Weight 31g Issue limit 9.000 >> comes in the original red fold open case. Extremely fine grading
1980 Singapore Communication Sat ...[more]

209

Issued by the MAS To commemorate the year of the Tiger from the Chinese Almanac Obverse: Singapore Arms Total weight: 60g 2cm
x 7cm x 7cm Reverse: Tiger with a design inspired by Chinese calligraphy >> in its original packaging, uncirculated coin

210

Issued by the MAS To commemorate the year of the Snake from the Chinese Almanac Obverse: Singapore Arms Reverse: Snake with
a design inspired by Chinese calligraphy Each box: 2cm x 7cm x 7cm total weight: 300g >> in its original packaging, uncirculated coin

211

Issued by the MAS To commemorate the year of the Dragon from the Chinese Almanac Obverse: Singapore Arms Reverse: Dragon
with a design inspired by Chinese calligraphy Each box: 2cm x 7cm x 7cm total weight: 300g >> in its original packaging, uncirculated
coin

212

1976 Eisenhower Dollar to celebrate the United States bicentennial. Reverse: moon superimposed by the Liberty Bell Copper-nickel
Issue limit 15.000.000 - 1974 Kennedy half-dollar Reverse: portrait of JFK - 1973 Washington quarter-dollar - 1980 one dime - 1980 five
cents - 1985 one cent Cop ...[more]

213

The set contains as follow: - 2000 Millennium Anno Domini £5 Five Pound. Cupro-nickel Reverse: the British Isles and a clock Obverse:
portrait of Queen Elizabeth II designed by Ian Rank Broadley. - 2006 Queens 80th Birthday £5 Five Pound Reverse: a fanfare of regal
trumpets with the inscription ...[more]

Released by the Royal Mint in 2007 The set contains 4 coins as follows: £5 pounds, £2 pounds Double Sovereign, Full Sovereign, Half
214

215

Sovereign. Obverse: portrait of Her Majesty the Queen by Ian Rank Broadley Reverse: St. George and the Dragon by Benedetto
Pistrucci Gold 22K Total coin weight: 6 ...[more]

Celebration of the life of Isambard Kingdom Brunel (200th Anniversary 1806-2006) and the 150th Aniversary of the Victoria Cross
(1856-2006). The set contains 10 coins as follows: 1p, 2p, 5p, 10p, 20p, 2 x Victoria Cross edition 50p's , £1, & 2 x £2 Brunel editions.
Obverse: Ian Rank-Broadley's ...[more]

216

Celebration of the life of Isambard Kingdom Brunel (200th Anniversary 1806-2006) and the 150th Aniversary of the Victoria Cross
(1856-2006). The set contains 10 coins as follows: 1p, 2p, 5p, 10p, 20p, 2 x Victoria Cross edition 50p's , £1, & 2 x £2 Brunel editions.
Obverse: Ian Rank-Broadley's ...[more]

217

Commemorative issue for the 60th anniversary of wedding of Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Philip. Obverse: conjoined portraits of HM
The Queen and Prince Philip. Designer: Ian Rank-Broadley. Reverse: the Rose window of Westminster Abbey with legend and dates
around. Designer: Emma Noble Copper-nic ...[more]

218

Commemorative issue for the 60th anniversary of wedding of Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Philip. Obverse: conjoined portraits of HM
The Queen and Prince Philip. Designer: Ian Rank-Broadley. Reverse: the Rose window of Westminster Abbey with legend and dates
around. Designer: Emma Noble Copper-nic ...[more]

219

Commemoration of the marriage of His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales and Lady Diana Spencer. Silver Diameter 38.61 mm
Weight 28.28 g Issue limit 250.000 By the Hong-Kong Bank Group Obverse: the portrait of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II created by
Arnold Machin. The obverse design has been ...[more]

220

Released by the Royal Mint Obverse: HM Queen Elizabeth Reverse: St George and the dragon 22K gold Diameter 22.05mm Weight
7.98g Issue limit: 75000 >> in its packaging. Almost uncirculated Note: In 1489, King Henry VII instructed The Royal Mint to produce ‘a
new money of gold’ ; It was ...[more]

221

The set contains 10 coins as follows: 1p, 2p, 5p, 10p, 20p, 50p, 1 pound, 2 pounds x2 Obverse: portrait of Queen Elizabeth II. Designer
Ian Rank Broadley. Reverse by different designers. Nickel-brass, cupro-nickel and copper-plated steel Issue limit: 91.878 Box: 15cm x
15cm Total weight: 135g ...[more]

222

Commemoration for the birthday of the Queen issued by the Royal Mint Obverse: portrait of the Queen. Designer Ian Rank-Broadley
Reverse: ceremonial trumpets with banners as a salute to her Majesty. Designer Danuta Solowiej-Wedderburn Cupro-nickel Diameter
38.61mm Weight 28.28g Box: 15cm x 15cm ...[more]

223

Obverse: HM Queen Elizabeth Reverse: St George and the dragon 22K gold Diameter 19.30mm Weight 3.99g Issue limit: 75.000 >> in
its packaging. Uncirculated Note: In 1489, King Henry VII instructed The Royal Mint to produce ‘a new money of gold’ ; It was given the
name "Sovereign". Each ...[more]

224

The set contains as follow: half-crown, penny, half-penny, florin, six pence, three pence. Obverse: portrait of HM Queen Elizabeth II
Reverse: different designs Box: 17cm x 11cm Total weight: 140g >> in its plastic box. Almost uncirculated, would benefit from a good
cleaning

225

Celebration of the 20th Anniversary of the first Britannia of 1987, released by the Royal Mint Obverse: HM Queen Elizabeth. Designer
Ian Rank Broadley Reverse: Britannia in a seated pose with a watchful lion at her feet and in the distance, a shoreline of cliffs, symbols
of Britain. Fine silver ...[more]

226

Commemorative issue for the 25th anniversary of the Accession of Queen Elizabeth II - Waitangi Day (effigy known as the "Second
Portrait"). The Queen wears the "Girls of Great Britain and Ireland" diamond tiara, a wedding gift from Queen Mary. Reverse: Treaty
House, where the Waitangi treaty was si ...[more]

